
WHAT IS LITERARY RESEARCH PAPER

Having trouble writing the literary research paper? Take a look at our article - you may find it helpful. With it, writing
research papers becomes.

Does it forge a new path? How was Great Britain defeated by the Roman Empire? Development of the
Literature Review Four Stages 1. These additional sources are used to support your interpretation, not
necessarily to be the bulk of your evidence. Comprehensive knowledge of the literature of the field is essential
to most research papers. This is particularly true in disciplines in medicine and the sciences where research
conducted becomes obsolete very quickly as new discoveries are made. Try sorting through some other
current bibliographies or literature reviews in the field to get a sense of what your discipline expects. Be
Selective Select only the most important points in each source to highlight in the review. It is best to start with
the most crucial information and then gradually move on to less important facts and ideas. In composing a
literature review, it is important to note that it is often this third layer of knowledge that is cited as "true" even
though it often has only a loose relationship to the primary studies and secondary literature reviews. Let's take
a look at some literary research paper outline example: Create the thesis statement - inform the reader of the
overall reason for your research paper. End your introduction with a thesis statement. The outline should
include your notes well organized, kind of like your well-revised draft or outline. The introduction of every
good essay should always be catchy. Being the first thing the reader will see, it is supposed to grab and hold
their attention. Boston: Allyn and Bacon,  Narrow the Topic The narrower your topic, the easier it will be to
limit the number of sources you need to read in order to obtain a good survey of relevant resources. This may
prove to be very helpful to the reader, as it will allow them to follow your train of thought quickly. Who writes
these things, anyway? However, particularly in the social sciences, thinking about research problems from
multiple vectors is a key strategy for finding new solutions to a problem or gaining a new perspective. The
major points and ideas in the body paragraphs are then summarised, and the purpose of your topic is
explained. History: The chronological progression of the field, the literature, or an idea that is necessary to
understand the literature review, if the body of the literature review is not already a chronology. Often this
form is used to help establish a lack of appropriate theories or reveal that current theories are inadequate for
explaining new or emerging research problems. For instance, you might explain that your review includes
only peer-reviewed articles and journals. What sources have they cited to support their conclusions? As in
Protestantism, work and activity are among the highest virtues, profit is seen as the merit of such work and
something that has an end in itself. Does the story appear to be about forgiveness to you? Literature search --
finding materials relevant to the subject being explored. What is more, the American dream is a deep
individualist perspective, which promotes personal self-fulfillment and does not prescribe to care for the
common good a lot. You can also use this method to consider what is currently of interest to scholars in this
field and what is not.


